More than a decade ago, a formalized fellowship training program in medical device innovation, the first of its kind, was created at Stanford University. Now in its 15th year, the Stanford Biodesign Fellowship Program is a 10-month program whereby postgraduate students with a prior background in medicine, engineering, and/or business form interdisciplinary teams for an experiential process of identifying unmet clinical needs, inventing new solutions, and implementing these ideas (the 3 "I's"). A key component of this structured process is focused attention on needs finding and characterization, which differs from the traditional "tech-push" model (i.e., technologies looking for problems to solve). Although the Stanford Biodesign process can be applied to a wide variety of clinical areas, cardiovascular medicine is particularly well suited, given the breadth of clinical presentations it touches and its history of innovation to solve important clinical problems. Physicians play a vital role in the process, especially for needs identification and characterization. This paper outlines the Stanford Biodesign process and presents an argument for its repeat applicability, discusses its relevance to physicians and to cardiologists in particular, and provides a case study of the process that resulted in a currently available 
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It encapsulates the clinical problem that has been identified, the specific population afflicted by the problem (which will serve as the focus of possible solutions), and a measureable outcome that can be .
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The Stanford Biodesign Process During the second phase of the process (invent), concepts are created after multiple brainstorming sessions. These concepts are then subjected to a rigorous screening process that leads to final concept selection. Reprinted with permission from Yock et al. (4) .
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